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Foreword
City of London School is a special place. We are an
independent day school for boys in the heart of one
of the greatest cities in the world. We have a proud
history, but we are not only defined by our past. We are
forward-looking and responsive to the world around us.
That is why our strategic vision focuses on helping our
boys be kind to themselves and each other, be aware
of their place in their communities and the world, and
be ready for the society they will one day shape.
It is my great privilege to be Chairman of the Board of
Governors at City of London School. The Board and I
are absolutely committed to delivering this Strategic
Vision through to 2024 and beyond. It is an important
statement about who we are, and who we want to be. It
will help us continue to educate and nurture boys from
all walks of life to become fine young men, ready to
change society for the better.

James Thomson
Chairman of the Board of Governors

Introduction
As we look ahead to the next five years, the foundations
are strong. City of London School is defined by a stunning
location, a wonderfully diverse pupil body, outstanding
pastoral care, academic excellence and an exciting
co-curriculum. We are grounded and unpretentious, but
ambitious nonetheless. And we understand that for our
pupils to make progress, they must be comfortable in their
own skin. Mutual respect is at the heart of all that we do.
We are determined to preserve those foundations – and to
build on them.
I hope that ambition is reflected in this Strategic Vision. At a time of rapid national and global
change, and with a shifting employment landscape, we want our boys to be ready for what comes
next when they leave school. For that reason, we must be open-minded and thoughtful with our
curriculum, our teaching and our broader provision. We want to work with, and learn from, others,
and – in so doing – ensure that we play our part both within the City of London family of schools,
and within society more broadly. And we are determined, through a growing bursary programme,
to widen access to all boys who could benefit from a City education.
In 2034, we will celebrate the 200th anniversary of the 1834 Act of Parliament that founded
the School, building on the support of John Carpenter’s bequest from 1442. Carpenter wanted
his legacy to provide broader access to an education that challenged conceived norms and
celebrated diverse and liberal perspectives. This plan seeks to articulate our priorities for the
coming five years, but it can be seen as a significant step towards embedding Carpenter’s aims for
the twenty-first century.

Alan Bird
Head

Who we are
At City of London School, we understand that for boys to thrive
they must be happy. It is why we cherish individuality, shun
stereotypes, and encourage every pupil to be the very best
version of themselves. With a vibrant, multicultural city on our
doorstep, we draw strength from difference, recognising that
diverse perspectives can help answer big questions.
As a result, every member of our community is keenly aware
of their responsibility and capacity to make a difference, right
now. Through it all, we ensure our pupils are ready for the
rapidly changing demands of the coming decades. This shows
in our commitment to academic excellence, but also in our
restless curiosity and desire to improve in everything we do. It
means our pupils are equipped to provide the kind, inquisitive
and respectful leadership that our society will so urgently
require in the decades ahead.

Our Vision
We aspire to be a school that fully prepares respectful,
optimistic and inquisitive boys for the rapidly changing
demands of the twenty-first century. We aim always to provide
an education in the broadest sense, combining academic
excellence with exceptional pastoral care, framed by an
outward-looking and forward-thinking approach. We also
strive to make that education available to as many talented
boys as possible, including through transformational bursaries
for those who may not otherwise be able to afford the fees.

We intend to be…

A considerate community of people who care for others as
much as themselves.

A diverse community that understands our world.

A forward-looking community prepared for the 21st century.

•

We understand how excellent pastoral care underpins every
achievement. We support and help to develop our pupils’ health,
happiness and well-being so that they can succeed at school and
beyond.

•

We nurture self-development and self-awareness so that
every member of our community can become the best version of
themselves.

•

Every person has equal value, and we treat others as they would
like to be treated.

•

We have empathy for others – at school, in our community and in
wider society. Our relationships are warm, honest and supportive.

Over the next five years, we will focus on:

1

Continuing
excellence in our
pastoral approach

2

We are committed to continued
innovation and development in our
pastoral structures and provision, to
ensure that we support the personal
development of all pupils, that we
continue to safeguard their welfare in
line with very best practice, and that
we address any emerging pastoral
needs. We will also be an exemplar
of good practice, demonstrating
thought leadership in education and
care, learning from research, and
contributing to the national debate.

3

Engaging and
celebrating pupils

We believe that through participation and challenge
young people can develop, learn, enjoy themselves
and gain a sense of satisfaction. We are committed
to a curriculum, co-curriculum and supracurriculum that reflects the diversity of our pupils.
Every boy will be supported to have fun, feel valued
and engage fully in all elements of School life. We
will cultivate an environment in which we celebrate
achievement and progress in all its forms.

Developing pupils’ resilience
and self-confidence

We understand that our pupils must be able to
navigate any challenges themselves, making
considered and well-informed decisions, while
appreciating their responsibilities to the society of
which they are part. We will help our pupils become
independent, optimistic young people ready for the
challenges and joys of the future, in particular through
strong communication with pupils, parents and
staff, continued improvements to our programme of
Personal, Social, Health and Economic Education, and
expanding opportunities for pupil leadership.

4

Hearing the pupil voice
and partnering with
parents

We recognise that each pupil’s journey
through the School is unique, and we must
remain flexible in our approach and focused
on pupil outcomes. We understand that
young people need to be seen and heard in
order to belong. We will constantly seek to
learn from what we hear, work with parents
and caregivers, and adapt to pupils’ needs.

•

There is strength in difference. Reflecting the multicultural city on
our doorstep, our pupils and staff embrace and celebrate diverse
voices, recognising that they improve their understanding of the
world.

•

We nurture a deep-seated sense of social responsibility. Our
pupils know that there are others less fortunate than they are and
strive to make a positive difference at school and beyond.

•

We are active partners. We have a strong relationship with the City
of London Corporation and the other City Schools, including the City
of London School for Girls.

•

Our wider community makes us powerful. We are enriched both
by an extensive programme of transformative bursaries and by our
collaborations with schools, businesses, arts organisations, and
many other partners across London.

Over the next five years, we will focus on:

1

Working collaboratively

We are proud to be part of the City of London
Corporation’s family of schools, and we realise
that this provides opportunities both to learn
and to contribute. We will seek to expand the
scope for our boys to work with, and learn
from, pupils at City of London School for Girls,
so they understand that through working with
and understanding others, we are strengthened
ourselves. We will also develop our partnership
work with the City of London academies,
learning from each other to improve what we
do, for the benefit of young people from across
London.

3

Increasing access

We must ensure that the opportunities
presented by an education here are not
only accessible to those able to pay.
Building on our long history and proud
tradition of broadening access, we commit
to significantly growing the proportion of
our community who benefit from meanstested support and transformational
bursaries.

2

Understanding social
responsibility

Through partnership and opportunities
for voluntary service and charity work, our
pupils will understand the responsibilities
they have to society. We will seek to
embed within them a commitment to
service, and an understanding that they
can make a difference, right now.

4

Harnessing our location
and diversity

We benefit from our iconic location, and our
community is enriched by pupils from all parts
of London. We will harness these assets to
shape the educational experience for all our
pupils. At a time when society is seemingly
becoming more insular and polarised, we will
strive to ensure our pupils are cosmopolitan
and outward-looking, in particular through
the excursions, events, curriculum, outside
speakers and pastoral programmes we provide.

•

We are unashamedly academic. Our teaching is rigorous and
exceptional, and our teachers challenge pupils appropriately and
sensitively, so that they can thrive in university, work and life.

•

We stimulate curious minds. Our boys have a restless
inquisitiveness and lifelong joy of learning which equips them for a
fast-changing world. Our staff strive constantly to adapt and develop
their practice.

•

We explore our passions and encourage our pupils to discover what
excites and inspires them. It helps them become rounded people,
well placed to forge their own path through life.

•

We shape the future. Our boys combine kindness, respect and
curiosity to become the leaders of tomorrow, creating positive
change in our society.

Over the next five years, we will focus on:

1

Constantly developing
our teaching

2

We firmly believe that strong academic foundations will
provide our pupils with the basis for whatever they may
seek to do beyond school. We will continue to ensure
that all pupils make significant academic progress
throughout their time at the School, providing regular
and personalised feedback to them so that they are able
to exploit their full potential. We will celebrate academic
excellence. We realise that exceptional teaching is integral
to that progress, and we will support our teachers’
continuing professional development, providing them with
the scope to be creative, the opportunity to reflect on their
practice and the training to consider new approaches. We
will continue to look for ways that existing and emerging
technologies can support this work.

3

Engaging in the
co-curriculum

We understand that our pupils can learn as
much outside the classroom as they learn
from within it. We remain entirely committed
to a diverse co-curricular programme,
and the provision of sufficient time and
resource to allow for universal access to
it. We will prioritise both achievement and
engagement, and recognise the value of
teamwork and individual excellence.

Reviewing our
curriculum

Our curriculum must provide a
bedrock of knowledge. It must be
exciting, accessible, challenging and
enriching. It must help our pupils
understand their role in the world,
and it must be open to change, as
the skills that our pupils will require
in the future change. We will keep our
curriculum under review, ensuring that
it combines the best of its traditional,
liberal roots and new, evolving
approaches.

4

Preparing for the future

Through thoughtful and creative careers advice,
we will ensure all pupils are ready to take their
next step when they leave school. They will
understand the range of skills and attributes they
will require to secure professional and personal
fulfilment. They will also have the framework
and spiritual grounding to contribute positively
to their communities. This awareness of issues
facing society, and ability to address them, will
provide the context for their adult lives.

Making our Strategic Vision possible
To deliver our Strategic Vision we need to bring together talented and
motivated people with effective systems and spaces, all supported by a
sustainable financial footing.
 People
The success of our School depends upon
recruiting, developing and retaining a talented,
motivated and diverse workforce. We must find
gifted people, encourage them to join us and
empower them to succeed in their endeavours.
We must create a working environment in which
people thrive and are happy.

 Systems and Space
Our location in the heart of the City of London
is central to the School’s history and ethos.
Providing our pupils and staff with exceptional
facilities to match our exceptional location
is, we believe, core to the City of London
School experience. Achieving this will require
considerable investment in the site and its
facilities over the next five years, and beyond.
To ensure that we do this in a sustainable

and strategic manner, we will invest in our
digital infrastructure and in a phased building
programme on the current site, to improve our
academic and pastoral offering, and provide a
modern learning environment.

 Money
The School’s financial plan will ensure that
we have sufficient resources to achieve
our Strategic Vision, either from internally
generated sources or externally raised funds
(philanthropic and commercial).

 Sustainability
We will share in the City of London
Corporation’s best practices as a responsible
and ethical citizen and neighbour. We will
reduce the negative environmental effects
of our activities and provide environmental
stewardship of our site.
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